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Abstract— In this paper, a solution is proposed for the
design of reliable, high-performance current-steering (CS)
DACs in modern sub-micron technologies. In addition to
the technology-trend of decreasing dimensions, an integra-
tion trend of mixed-signal cores with digital systems on a
single chip can be observed. While the digital parts bene-
fit from new technologies, the design of accurate, reliable
and technology-portable analog circuits becomes more and
more complicated. Moreover, the analog cores will be re-
sponsible for most of the yield and test problems of the
mixed-signal systems-on-chip. The proposed solution is to
use a smart approach [1], taking full advantage of on-chip
available digital processing power, in order to solve the
aforementioned problems.

I. Introduction

The current-steering (CS) architecture for digital-
to-analog converters (DAC) is the prevailing architec-
ture used for high-speed operation (0.1 ∼ 1 GSPS) in
combination with moderate resolution (10 ∼ 16 bits).
Careful design moved the range of operation to higher
frequencies [2], and the use of calibration techniques
increased the achievable resolution [3], [4]. Neverthe-
less, the conventional design approach of CS DACs
does not take full advantage of the benefits offered by
the developments in technology and design. These de-
velopments include the shrinkage of IC technologies,
the increase of available digital processing power per
chip area and the integration of mixed-signal cores in
digital systems, leading to mixed-signal systems-on-
chip (MSSoC). In spite of these trends, the design of
reliable and accurate analog circuitry becomes more
complex as newer technologies are less well-defined,
stochastic parameters tend to have increased spread,
and less voltage headroom is available. In previous
work [5], [6], a solution has been proposed using a
smart approach: the digital processing power avail-
able on-chip in MSSoCs is used to improve perfor-
mance, reliability, yield and technology-portability, to
reduce chip area and to provide on-chip correction and
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test functionality. In this paper, transistor-level sim-
ulations verify the validity of the previously proposed
solution.

In section II, the conventional approach to design
DACs is discussed. Then, the new approach is pre-
sented in section III and simulation results are given
in section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in sec-
tion V.

II. Conventional Design Approach

In this section, the conventional approach to de-
sign a DAC for a specific accuracy is discussed briefly.
For simplicity of explanation, a fully binary-weighted
architecture is considered here. An N -bit binary con-
verter is conventionally composed of 2N − 1 unit cur-
rent cells (each with current Iu ideally), grouped in N
branches using a binary scale: branch i (0 ≤ i < N)
contains 2i unit cells. Due to technology imperfec-
tions, the currents produced by each unit cell are sub-
ject to a stochastic deviation with relative spread σu

Iu
.

This spread is a function of the dimensions of the tran-
sistor operating as a current source, according to [7]:

σu

Iu
∝ 1√

WL
, (1)

where W is the width and L the length of the unit
transistor. In order to achieve a certain accuracy of
the converter, a minimum size of the transistors in the
unit cells is required. According to [8], for an N -bit
converter with a maximum INL error of 0.5 LSB with
a 3σ confidence level, the maximum tolerated relative
spread can be estimated by:

σu

Iu
=

1

6
√

2N−1
(2)

Especially for higher resolutions (≥ 12 bits), this con-
straint leads to a large chip area. Although calibration
techniques are able to relax the constraint somewhat
[3], [4], they require an additional CALDAC to com-
pensate for the deviations of the current cells, and



moreover, the improvement in accuracy is limited to
a few bits. To overcome these limitations, an alterna-
tive design approach was presented in [5], [6], based
on a DAC with redundancy, digital pre-correction and
built-in self-measurement. With this approach, the
achievable accuracy of the converter (N -bit) is decou-
pled from the intrinsic accuracy of the current sources
σu
Iu

. Therefore, the new approach can achieve mini-
mum area independent of the target accuracy, no ad-
ditional accurate analog components (like the CAL-
DAC) have to be designed, and the technique is less
sensitive to other design issues like spatial parame-
ter deviations, systematic layout deviations and devi-
ations in technology parameters.

III. Digitally Pre-Corrected DAC With
Redundancy

In this section, the design approach as presented in
[5], [6] is rehearsed. The most important goal of this
approach is to take full advantage of the technology
and design trends by minimizing the chip area (made
possible by the technology trend) and to use digital
pre-correction (made affordable by the MSSoC trend)
to solve the problems related to small chip area. On
top of that, it will be shown that the approach is suit-
able to enhance reliability, technology-independence
and yield as well.

A. System Overview

A general view of a digitally pre-corrected DAC is
given in fig. 1. In order to take maximum advan-
tage of technology-scaling, the physical size of the cur-
rent sources is not chosen according to equations (1)
and (2), but minimized as much as possible instead.
The resulting large mismatch of the current sources is
not corrected by analog means (e.g. CALDACs), but
by re-mapping the binary input codes to appropri-
ate combinations of current sources. A built-in mea-
surement algorithm is used to measure the actual de-
viations of the individual current sources, such that
the digital pre-correction algorithm can determine a
suitable combination of current sources for each input
code.

N-bit
binary
code

Digital Pre-
Correction

DAC
Core

Built-in Self-
Measurement

Fig. 1. Digitally pre-corrected DAC with built-in self-
measurement.

With pre-correction, not all types of mismatch er-
rors can be corrected. Fig. 2 shows the two possi-
ble types of error due to mismatch of the MSB of a
binary DAC; a comparable situation can occur with
the other sources of the DAC. The large DNL error
produced in the left picture can not be reduced with
pre-correction, as there is no combination of current
sources available to fill the gap in the output range.
On the other hand, the error in the right picture can
be corrected with pre-correction, by simply omitting
a few codes. However, the full-scale range of this con-
verter will be slightly smaller than usual. When the
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Fig. 2. Possible effects of mismatch of the MSB: a ‘positive’
(left) and a ‘negative’ (right) deviation of the MSB.

situation of fig. 2 (left) can be avoided under all cir-
cumstances, the pre-correction is able to correct all
deviations due to mismatch of the current sources.
This requirement can be guaranteed with arbitrary
high certainty by the use of redundancy.

The three components of the system (redundancy,
built-in self-measurement and digital pre-correction)
will be discussed separately in the following sections.
It should also be noticed that previous work on digi-
tally pre-corrected DACs exists [9], but this work does
not show mathematical analysis, uses a sub-optimal
redundancy distribution and uses a more complex
measurement method.

B. Redundancy

A normal N -bit binary converter is composed of
k = N current sources. These sources I0 (LSB) up to
Ik−1 (MSB) are chosen relatively to the unit element
Iu using the ratios α0 up to αk−1. The ratios αi are
chosen such that each source is exactly 1 LSB larger
than the sum of all smaller sources:

αj =
j−1∑

i=0

αi + 1 for 0 ≤ j < k , (3)

leading to the sequence of α’s: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, . . ..
However, when due to mismatch one of the current



sources is actually larger than expected, a ’gap’ (as in
fig. 2) arises, that can not be corrected with digital
pre-correction. To avoid this situation, redundancy is
added such that αj is intentionally smaller than the
sum of all smaller sources plus one LSB:

αj <
j−1∑

i=0

αi + 1 for 0 ≤ j < k (4)

An example of a sequence, fulfilling this constraint, is
e.g.: 0.7, 1.3, 2.4, 4.6, 8.8, . . .. The more redundancy
is added, the more severe deviations due to mismatch
can be compensated by pre-correction. However, also
note that the more redundancy, the more sources k
have to be employed as the redundancy reduces the
full-scale range of the converter.

Due to the stochastic spread of the unit cells, the
actual value of each source becomes a stochastic value
αi with mean αi (the designed value) and spread√

αi
σu
Iu

. To guarantee that all required output levels
can be produced with sufficient accuracy using pre-
correction, the relations from (4), taking the stochas-
tic spread of the sources into account, have to be ful-
filled. This leads to the following set of requirements:

Cj > 0 for 0 ≤ j < k , with: (5)

E{Cj} = 1− αj +
j−1∑

i=0

αi

σCj
=

σu

Iu

√√√√
j∑

i=0

αi ,

where E{Cj} is the expectation of Cj and σCj
is the

spread of Cj . When all constraints Cj are fulfilled,
the target accuracy can be achieved by the use of pre-
correction. The desired probability of fulfilling each
constraint Cj can be expressed as a desired level of
confidence λσ with which the constraint has to be
fulfilled:

P{Cj > 0} = 1− 1
2

erfc
( λ√

2

)
(6)

The confidence level requires that:

E{Cj} − λσCj
= 0 (7)

Using equations (5) and (7), the values of αj can be
derived given the relative spread of the unit cells and
a desired confidence level:

αj =
xj −

√
x2

j − 4yj

2
, with: (8)

xj = 2

(
1 +

j−1∑

i=0

αi

)
+ λ2

(σu

Iu

)2
and

yj =

(
1 +

j−1∑

i=0

αi

)2

− λ2
(σu

Iu

)2
j−1∑

i=0

αi

As opposed to [9], who used a fixed sub-binary radix
(i.e. a fixed ratio αj+1/αj less than 2), the presented
approach for designing the current sources results in a
variable radix. By adapting the radix, the error prob-
ability for each source is equalized, whereas a fixed
radix results in a variable error probability. As a re-
sult, the presented approach achieves the same yield
with less redundancy and hence less current sources
and less chip area.

C. Built-in Self-Measurement

Before being able to pre-correct the mismatch er-
rors of the current sources, a measurement procedure,
measuring the actual values of the current sources, is
required. After performing the self-measurement pro-
cedure at power-up, the actual values of the current
sources are known in the digital domain, and the con-
verter can start its normal operation.

In order to implement the measurement technique
on-chip, it has to fulfill several constraints: it has to
be reliable, accurate, small, and realizable on-chip.
Moreover, it is undesirable to modify the DAC-core
to support the measurement procedure by means of
additional switches or sources, as this could influence
(dynamic) performance of the DAC adversely. To
comply with all these constraints, the setup of fig.
3 is proposed. It uses a simple analog measurement
circuit (composed of a band-pass filter (BPF) and a
comparator), and a digital measurement algorithm,
controlling the current sources in the DAC-core dur-
ing the self-measurement.

Measurement
Algorithm

DAC
Core

BPF

Fig. 3. Detailed view of the built-in self-measurement
setup, composed of a band-pass filter, a comparator and
an algorithm.

C.1 Measurement Algorithm

The measurement algorithm, comparable to the ap-
proach in [9], is aimed at minimizing analog circuitry



of the measurement technique by using digital algo-
rithms as much as possible. Instead of measuring
the values of the current sources in an absolute sense
(which would require an accurate ADC), sources are
measured relatively to each other only.

The idea of the method is to find for each current
source j a combination of current sources 0 up to j−1,
of which the combined output current Isum,j approxi-
mates the actual current Ij of source j as good as pos-
sible. As the measurement is a relative measurement,
the actual values of Ij and Isum,j are not important,
it is sufficient to determine the combination of sources
which minimizes |∆j | = |Ij − Isum,j |. Isum,j can be
written as:

Isum,j =
j−1∑

i=0

Si,j · Ii , (9)

where Ii is the actual current of source i, and Si,j = 0
when source i is not used and Si,j = 1 when source
i is used in the combination approximating Ij . The
combination of sources composing Isum,j can be found
using a comparator determining the sign of ∆j , and
a successive-approximation algorithm minimizing |∆j |
by controlling the current sources. In the actual de-
sign, a BPF was added to the analog circuit, but this
will be explained in section III-C.2. The measure-
ment algorithm determines the values of Si,j , based
on which the digital representation ωj of each current
source j can be derived:

ωj =
j−1∑

i=0

Si,j · ωi (10)

The measurement algorithm starts with initializ-
ing the digital representation of the smallest source
(source 0) ω0 to 1, an arbitrary unit value. Then, it-
eratively for all other sources j, starting with source
1, up to source k− 1, the measurement procedure de-
termining Isum,j is performed, and the digitized esti-
mation ωj can be derived. The algorithm determining
ωj is illustrated in fig. 4. This algorithm is performed
iteratively for the sources 1 up to k − 1.

C.2 Analog Measurement Circuit

The analog part of the measurement setup has to
provide the digital algorithm with the sign informa-
tion of ∆j . In [9], a two-step approach is used.
First the value of Ij is recorded on a variable cur-
rent source (implemented as a sub-binary DAC). In
the second step, the recorded value is compared to
Isum, yielding the sign of ∆j . The main disadvan-
tage of this method is that it requires a complete

Turn off all sources (Isum = 0)
for i = j − 1 down to 0

Turn on source i (Isum = Isum + Ii)
if Isum > Ij

Si = 0
Turn off source i (Isum = Isum − Ii)

else
Si = 1

end if
end for

Fig. 4. Algorithm, finding a combination of sources ap-
proximating source j.

DAC, of which the accuracy limits the accuracy of
the measurement. Moreover, due to this implemen-
tation, the unit elements in the DAC-core have to be
disconnected from the normal output and reconnected
to the measurement circuitry by means of a switch.
When this implementation is to be used for high-
performance current-steering DACs, this additional
switch consumes voltage-headroom (which can be crit-
ical in modern low-voltage technologies) and possibly
degrades dynamic performance as well. Therefore,
another approach is proposed here requiring neither
an additional DAC in the measurement setup nor a
switch at the output of the DAC-core as it can be
connected to the DAC’s output permanently.

It is assumed that the current-steering DAC is de-
signed as a differential DAC, which is the case for
almost any high-performance DAC nowadays. In this
situation, the DAC has a positive and a negative out-
put, and the current of each source j is connected to
either of the two outputs. During the measurement of
source j, it is not possible to disconnect the sources
not taking part in the algorithm (i.e. all sources i
with either Si,j = 0 or i > j). In order to distin-
guish the information to be measured from the super-
fluous information, the information to be measured is
modulated on a carrier signal: The DAC continuously
alternates between two states φ1 and φ2. All sources
not taking part in the measurement remain connected
to the negative output of the DAC, resulting in a DC
output current IDC . Source j (the source of which
the value has to be determined) is connected to the
positive output during phase φ1 and to the negative
output during phase φ2. All sources i with Si,j = 1
are connected to the negative output during phase φ1

and to the positive output during phase φ2. Fig. 5 il-
lustrates the output of the DAC as a function of time.
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Fig. 5. DAC output as a function of time during the self-
measurement of source j.

When a band-pass filter is connected to the output
of the DAC, the DC level is blocked, and hence the
comparator is provided only by the information to be
measured. The output of the comparator becomes a
square wave, of which the phase (with respect to φ1

and φ2) corresponds to the sign of ∆j , the information
required by the digital measurement algorithm.

D. Digital Pre-Correction Algorithm

The digital pre-correction algorithm has to select a
suitable combination of current sources for each pos-
sible input code, based on the measurement results of
the actual values of the sources (the values ωj). A
successive-approximation algorithm (fig. 6) is used to
find a suitable combination: starting with the largest
source j = k − 1, the values ωj are either added to or
subtracted from the input code, such that the residual
value is minimized. Corresponding to this addition or
subtraction, the actual source is connected to the neg-
ative or the positive output of the DAC respectively.

residue ← ‘new input code’
for i = k − 1 down to 0

if residue ≥ 0
select wi positive
residue = residue− wi

else
select wi negative
residue = residue + wi

end if
end for

Fig. 6. Digital pre-correction algorithm.

IV. Simulation Results

In this section, simulation results for a digitally pre-
corrected DAC are presented. For comparison, results
are also given for a conventionally designed converter.

A. Conventional Converter

A design example for a 12-bit converter is consid-
ered in this section. In case of a conventional design,

12 current sources are used to construct the converter.
According to (2), σu

Iu
= 0.37% is required for 12-bits

accuracy.
Monte-Carlo simulations were performed on 1 mil-

lion converters using a high-level DAC model in C-
language. Each unit-source was given a random mis-
match using a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and
σu
Iu

= 0.37%. The maximum INL error and maxi-
mum DNL error were determined for each converter.
99.9879% of all converters achieved a maximum INL
less than 0.5 LSB, and 96.2706% of all converters
achieved a maximum DNL less than 0.5 LSB.

B. Digitally Pre-Corrected Converter

As in the previous section, the design of a 12-bit
converter is considered here. As opposed to the con-
ventional design, where σu

Iu
is determined by the target

accuracy, in this situation, σu
Iu

can be chosen indepen-
dent of the target accuracy. σu

Iu
was set to 7.5% as this

enables a significant reduction of active area compared
to the conventional design (up to a factor 400 gain
in area, according to (1)), but also provides an ‘er-
ror budget’ to cover deviations for several ill-defined
processes that are hardly quantifiable (like systematic
layout deviations, deviations of technology parame-
ters, etc.). Based on (8), the ideal values of the cur-
rent sources can be calculated, resulting in the val-
ues given in table I. As explained before, due to the
redundancy, more than 12 current sources will be re-
quired to achieve 12-bit final accuracy. Simulations
will show that 16 sources are sufficient. With less than
16 sources, 12-bit accuracy is not achieved and with
more than 16 sources, the final accuracy will become
better than required.

Current Designed Current Designed
Source Value Source Value

α0 0.7416 α8 130.1583
α1 1.3118 α9 258.3352
α2 2.4190 α10 513.8702
α3 4.5702 α11 1023.7815
α4 8.7762 α12 2041.9654
α5 17.0474 α13 4076.0152
α6 33.3877 α14 8140.8366
α7 65.7807 α15 16265.8430

TABLE I
Values of the current sources designed for

12-bit final accuracy, assuming σu

Iu
= 7.5%

unit-cell mismatch and 4σ confidence level.



As in section IV-A, 1 million converters were used
in a Monte-Carlo simulation, where each unit-source
was given a mismatch corresponding to σu

Iu
= 7.5%.

An implemented measurement algorithm was used to
determine the digital coefficients representing the val-
ues of the current sources (according to section III-C),
based on which the digital pre-correction algorithm
(according to section III-D) was initiated. Fig. 7
shows the achieved INL and DNL for these convert-
ers. Despite the large mismatch of 7.5%, 99.9986%
of all converters achieved their INL specification, and
99.9967% of all converters achieved their DNL spec-
ification. Especially the DNL has improved over
the conventional design, which is due to the binary-
weighted architecture which inherently results in large
DNL errors. Conventionally, these DNL errors are cir-
cumvented by using a segmented architecture. How-
ever, the large DNL errors normally associated with
binary-weighted architectures are removed automat-
ically when redundancy with pre-correction is em-
ployed, as the measurement algorithm basically mini-
mizes the DNL error by minimizing ∆j (section III-C).
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Fig. 7. Maximum INL (top) and maximum DNL (bottom)
for 1 million digitally pre-corrected converters.

C. Transistor-Level Simulations

To verify the performance of a digitally pre-
corrected DAC using transistor-level simulations, two
12-bit DACs (according to the examples from IV-
A and IV-B) were designed on transistor-level. A
standard 0.18µm CMOS technology (UMC18) was se-
lected to implement the designs. Both DACs (the
conventional DAC and the digitally pre-corrected
DAC) share exactly the same building blocks (latches,
switch-drivers, switches, etc.), except for the physical
sizes of the current source transistors. The schematic
of the unit current cell is given in fig. 8. The switches
(M3 and M ′

3) are driven by the digital input code (D
and /D) using a switch-driver. The cascode transis-
tors (M2, M4 and M ′

4) are used to increase the out-
put impedance of the unit cell. The size of the cur-
rent source transistor M1 is chosen dependent on the
tolerated mismatch. The conventional DAC design
requires unit current cells with σu

Iu
= 0.37%, result-

ing in transistors with an area of more than 200µm2

(W
L = 16µm

14µm). On the other hand, for the unit cells
of the digitally pre-corrected DAC, a mismatch of
σu
Iu

= 7.5% can be tolerated, resulting in transistors
with an area of only 0.24µm2 (W

L = 0.45µm
0.55µm).

M1Vbias1

M2Vbias2

M3/D M3’ D

M4’M4

Iout+ Iout-
Vdd

Fig. 8. Unit current cell, composed of current source (M1),
switches (M3 and M ′

3) and cascodes (M2, M4 and M ′
4).

To verify the performance of the pre-corrected
DAC, mismatch with a relative spread of σu

Iu
= 7.5%

was added on purpose to all current sources. As the
measurement circuit was not yet implemented, the
measurement procedure according to section III-C was
carried out in Matlab. The results were used to pre-
correct the transistor-level DAC using a VHDL-code
implementation of the algorithm from section III-D.
Fig. 9 shows typical INL and DNL curves that were
obtained from these simulations.
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Fig. 9. Typical INL (top) and DNL (bottom) for a digitally
pre-corrected DAC with 7.5% unit source mismatch.

In order to compare the dynamic performance of
the digitally pre-corrected DAC with the conventional
DAC, three different configurations were simulated:

A) conventional DAC, with ideally matched cur-
rent sources;
B) digitally pre-corrected DAC, with ideally
matched current sources;
C) digitally pre-corrected DAC, using unit current
cells taking mismatch with a relative spread of
σu
Iu

= 7.5% into account.
Configurations A and B consider a nominal situation,
while configuration C considers a worst-case situation.

The three configurations were provided with an
input sine of 29MHz while a sample frequency of
500MSPS was used. Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the
output spectra of configuration A, B and C respec-
tively.

In the figures, it can be seen that the SNDR is
equally good for all three configurations (69.1dB up to
70.9dB). However, with respect to SFDR, the digitally
pre-corrected DAC achieves around 5dB better perfor-
mance than the conventional DAC. This improvement
even holds when the pre-corrected DAC experiences
7.5% mismatch in the unit current cells. The perfor-
mance improvement of the pre-corrected DAC proba-
bly stems from the reduced parasitic capacitances of
the unit current source transistors.
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Fig. 10. Single tone output spectrum of a conventional
DAC without mismatch of the current sources.
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Fig. 11. Single tone output spectrum of a digitally pre-
corrected DAC without mismatch of the current sources.
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Fig. 12. Single tone output spectrum of a digitally pre-
corrected DAC with 7.5% unit source mismatch.



V. Conclusion

In this paper, it was shown that with redundancy,
digital pre-correction and built-in self-measurement,
high-accuracy DACs can be designed virtually inde-
pendent of device mismatch, significantly reducing
chip area and making the design less dependent on
exact technology parameters. The novel approach is
especially useful for high-accuracy DACs where the
overall chip area is dominated by the area occupied
by the current-source transistors.

A novel optimized-redundancy approach using a
variable sub-binary radix was introduced, which op-
timizes the distribution of the redundancy amongst
the individual sources and therefore maximizes overall
yield. Also, a novel self-measurement method was in-
troduced, removing the necessity of a temporary DAC
inside the measurement setup and circumventing any
modification of the DAC-core.

Transistor-level simulations showed that a digitally
pre-corrected DAC with an intrinsic mismatch of 7.5%
outperforms a conventionally designed converter with
0.37% mismatch with respect to both static and dy-
namic performance.

It can be concluded that the presented approach
achieves high reliability, high accuracy, small chip area
and embedded test functionality at the same time, re-
sulting in reduced production costs, reduced test costs
and higher yield.
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